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Welcome to the second instalment of my newsletter, great you are still here and welcome if you have just
joined up. I am sure you will have noticed from the content of your inbox in recent weeks that GPDR is
closing in. Please click here and re-subscribe if you'd like to continue hearing from me - I promise we will
never ever share your details with anyone outside JKA.
In recent weeks I have been thinking about how architects find work and how clients find architects. The
given context is what my colleagues here at JKA call the 'Instagram Graveyard'. Giga-, Mega-, even
Terrabytes of speculative drawings, sketches, concepts and unsuccessful tender submissions, all lovingly
prepared in an attempt to bait an illusive client, convince a wavering jury or tick the right boxes in the
relentless tender evaluation matrix. I have myself been on both sides of the fence and have often
wondered why we make something that's essentially very simple quite so complicated.
Architecture certainly is about technical capability, experience and an inquisitive mind, but it is also about
social relationships, about communication, trust, the ability to inspire the team, the client and the public.
Can theses qualities really be measured in a tender submission? Evaluated by a competition jury?
Spelled-out as a response to an online portal questionnaire? An informed client recently told me: 'We
know that there are architects who are good at tender writing and those that are good at delivering
projects." I know which category I'd like to be in.
The notion of distilling architectural practice down to a single idea that can be redeployed surely misses
the point. An idea, which is conceived behind closed studio doors, often in a location that's remote from
the proposal site and in an attempt to preserve impartiality, barring any direct communication, surely
cannot be a very well informed idea. Ideas in the end are disposable, but they become strategies when
everyone believes in them.
Here is one of our submissions I wanted to share, a project I am pleased with, despite its failure to make it
even to the shortlist.
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The brief was for the design of a series of trekking cabins to be erected along the Amber Road in Latvia,
an ancient trade route which follows the Baltic coastline. Noone at JKA had ever been to Latvia, but we
were mesmerized learning about the wide landscape, the swamps, grassland, deep forests and white
beaches. We were keen also to study vernacular building techniques and thought that trekkers would be
too, so this became a key design parameter. Finally, we thought it would be magic for the cabins to open
up to the amazing landscape, giving an immersive experience of the untouched wilderness - more on the
JKA website or obviously on our instagram feed. Everyone at JKA has their own theory why we did not
win. I don't have the answer, but I did subsequently decide to take my family on a holiday to Latvia. It was
every bit as wonderful as we'd imagined. Sometimes everyone wins.
The next project is a competition for the re-design of Centenary Square in Birmingham - the city's key civic
space, known primarily for Tess Jaray's 525,000 pigmented concrete pavers laid in 1991 and depicting a
Persian rug. We really liked the idea of inviting the citizens of Birmingham to congregate on a giant

concrete rug and decided to leave the artwork undisturbed. Cities can be cold places and gestures do
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matter. As so often, the problem associated with the space has little to do with its' physical form or
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appearance, but rather with the way that it facilitates various uses. Our design concept relies on the
introduction of a family of kiosks - each with a distinct function and programme - to bring activity to the
square at downtime and at uptime. A rather more functional proposal won in the end. What I will never
forget is how everyone at JKA was sitting around the meeting room table the night before the submission,
making one of the little pavilions which then all came together in the big model.

Last, but not least our ill-fated submission for the Antepavillion competition, the Architecture Foundations
annual round-up of the juiciest young talent in architecture with the winner landing a commission to design
and build a temporary structure to host the AFs summer party. Embracing our belief that architecture really
is a tool for engagement and dialogue, we teamed up with educational charity Global Generation to

design a garden barge - Potilla, we called it - that would float along the canal to run a series of dining,
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learning and making events for canal-side communities before finally docking in Granary Square, King's
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Cross. At the destination, Potilla would host Global Generation's educational programme. Maybe all this
was too complicated for a competition jury to appreciate. When we were working on our submission
Felicity contacted the Canal and Rivers Trust who really like the idea and are keen to help make it
happen. I accept full responsibility for designing for the wrong client, it's an easy mistake to make - but
maybe we got away with it this time.

There are quite a few more candidates from the Instagram Graveyard that have taught us unexpected
lessons. But there is no failures without success and I don't want to go without telling you about some
recent accomplishments.

Our very own Blue House Yard has won a Civic Trust Award! It's also been commended in the RIBA
Journal's McEwan - Architecture for the Common Good Awards - click to read Eleanor Young's lovely
article 'More for Less'. And, we are excitedly awaiting the final outcome of the European Award for
Public Urban Space with Blue House Yard as one of the finalists.

More glory for Gareth's stunning Morden Retail Gateway project for Merton Council too, which was shortlisted in both, the McEwan Award and the Planning Awards. Great news too, that our designs for the
'Plumstead - Embrace the Change' project have helped Greenwich Council to secure £2.15m Good
Growth Funding from the Mayor. Adam Hunt from Greenwich emailed the other day saying: "As I'm sure
you've heard, we were awarded £2.15m from the Good Growth Fund for ‘Plumstead – Embrace the
Change' which is great news and everyone here, from the Leader down, is really, really pleased. It goes
without saying that we couldn't have put such a high quality bid in without all the work you did on it so a
very big thank you to you both and any other members of your team that worked on it." Congratulations
LB Greenwich! Congratulations also to Haringey Council and Fashion Enter who we supported with their
successful bid for their Fashion Academy!
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Finally the Bartlett School of Architecture has given us funding for our Future Hoxton Project, a
collaboration with William Hodgson which will see communities around Hoxton Market work together on a
giant architectural model of the neighbourhood sited in the Peer Gallery Shopfront window from 28. June
to 14. July. Rut Blees Luxemburg's wonderful Urban Harvest project with an internal billboard will be on
show too. Come and lend a hand, join us for a chat about or bring the kids down to one of the workshops.
No modelmaking skills needed. Details are on the Peer Gallery website.

If you have not yet re-subscribed, here again the link to get you onto our GPDR compliant mailing list.

That's it for now, have a good week-end.

Jan
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